
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Jun 2, 2012 at 2:47 PM 
Subject: Re: going up on gizmodo 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

So hector was like barrett, a griefer who evolved. Interesting. 

So HBGary paid $183 or $200/hr for that tripe? And she billed ... $20k? $40k? 

Mantech got the parent on fire sale a few months back. Nobody knows what happened to Barr - 
he's obsessed about it, we'll see if he come after me now that lulzsec is gone. I pulled the torrent 
+ wrote about it, but I suppose that make me a bad guy, too 

On Jun 2, 2012 3:00 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
All this is really about is the fact that Jen Emick did NOT dox sabu NOR did she hand him over to 
the FBI. Sabu was doxed YEARS ago when he was a defacer & then again by a group of people 
on efnet (including me) in late 2010. Jen found out a few weeks ago that the press had come TO 
me to get the proof of the actual "doxing" and I gave it to them. They confronted her & now shes 
scared shitless her one claim to fame is being jerked away from her. 
 
FOR THE RECORD...those of us who doxed him did NOT publicly toss around the fileS. We 
tortured him in DM's/Msgs with "Hi Hector, Sup Xavier, dad get any good garbage picks lately?" 
because none of us were into the whole scene of going after e-fame. (His dad is a garbage 
collector btw) All of this was prior to his Anon fame & if anyone remembers when I first started 
being active on twitter his first tweet to me was "Shut up Kelly" then admitted to * that he had 
known me for years. (Truth is he knew OF me, not me personally.) 
 
Jen accidentally got the dox because someone thought @FakeGreggHoush on twitter WAS wizy 
the real Gregg Housh whom we knew from Efnet IRC. They knew of his role in Anonymous at the 
time & wanted to "mess" with him. (His involvement w/Anon is rather ironic considering what 
happened to #warez on efnet due to him :x) 
 
Jens currently working with another party, William Welna aka Sanguinarious and trying to set up 
an innocent man as the patriot hacker, th3j35t3r. Why? Because that innocent man ALSO doxed 
sabu before her as well. Amazing how desperate a woman will get to preserve her e-fame eh? 
 
AND as far as her not getting paid? Lets ask HBGary about that shall we? It would seem HER 
husband negotiated the contract with HBGary for the information on anonymous and according to 
3rd parties Jen cleaned her twitter timeline of her claims to making $183 an hour. Also you may 
be interested to go through the dumps from UgNazi of her hacked accounts where her invoice to 
the Feds was rejected as "too high". 
 
Backtrace Security was NEVER Jen's company, it was started by Kevin/Hubris as a JOKE. She 
lied to various people about this guy claiming hes some sort of drug addict & SHE contacted HIS 
family defaming him to them all because she was pissed at him for giving her drama self the boot. 
Hubris WILL tell you the company was started by HIM not her Research the paperwork on it, shes 
merely named as an officer, he was the owner. 
 
Oh & before I forget the FIRST message of that log I'm featured in was a threat from JEN to 
myself & my boyfriend. However I'm thrilled that someone is actually stupid enough to believe *I* 
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am a hacker after all these years! :D (the guys that have admined my irc & web boxes over the 
years are still sobbing with hysterical laughter on this one!) 
 
All in all this entire article is a "Woe is me" attentionwhoring attempt that is full of lies & misleading 
material. The author of this drivel should be ashamed, never put up allegations like this without 
checking out all sides involved, or at least attempting to. #FAIL 
 
Brat! 
aka Kelly Hallissey 

 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Jun 2, 2012 at 2:47 PM 
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To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

So hector was like barrett, a griefer who evolved. Interesting. 

So HBGary paid $183 or $200/hr for that tripe? And she billed ... $20k? $40k? 

Mantech got the parent on fire sale a few months back. Nobody knows what happened to Barr - 
he's obsessed about it, we'll see if he come after me now that lulzsec is gone. I pulled the torrent 
+ wrote about it, but I suppose that make me a bad guy, too 

On Jun 2, 2012 3:00 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
All this is really about is the fact that Jen Emick did NOT dox sabu NOR did she hand him over to 
the FBI. Sabu was doxed YEARS ago when he was a defacer & then again by a group of people 
on efnet (including me) in late 2010. Jen found out a few weeks ago that the press had come TO 
me to get the proof of the actual "doxing" and I gave it to them. They confronted her & now shes 
scared shitless her one claim to fame is being jerked away from her. 
 
FOR THE RECORD...those of us who doxed him did NOT publicly toss around the fileS. We 
tortured him in DM's/Msgs with "Hi Hector, Sup Xavier, dad get any good garbage picks lately?" 
because none of us were into the whole scene of going after e-fame. (His dad is a garbage 
collector btw) All of this was prior to his Anon fame & if anyone remembers when I first started 
being active on twitter his first tweet to me was "Shut up Kelly" then admitted to * that he had 
known me for years. (Truth is he knew OF me, not me personally.) 
 
Jen accidentally got the dox because someone thought @FakeGreggHoush on twitter WAS wizy 
the real Gregg Housh whom we knew from Efnet IRC. They knew of his role in Anonymous at the 
time & wanted to "mess" with him. (His involvement w/Anon is rather ironic considering what 
happened to #warez on efnet due to him :x) 
 
Jens currently working with another party, William Welna aka Sanguinarious and trying to set up 
an innocent man as the patriot hacker, th3j35t3r. Why? Because that innocent man ALSO doxed 
sabu before her as well. Amazing how desperate a woman will get to preserve her e-fame eh? 
 
AND as far as her not getting paid? Lets ask HBGary about that shall we? It would seem HER 
husband negotiated the contract with HBGary for the information on anonymous and according to 
3rd parties Jen cleaned her twitter timeline of her claims to making $183 an hour. Also you may 
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be interested to go through the dumps from UgNazi of her hacked accounts where her invoice to 
the Feds was rejected as "too high". 
 
Backtrace Security was NEVER Jen's company, it was started by Kevin/Hubris as a JOKE. She 
lied to various people about this guy claiming hes some sort of drug addict & SHE contacted HIS 
family defaming him to them all because she was pissed at him for giving her drama self the boot. 
Hubris WILL tell you the company was started by HIM not her Research the paperwork on it, shes 
merely named as an officer, he was the owner. 
 
Oh & before I forget the FIRST message of that log I'm featured in was a threat from JEN to 
myself & my boyfriend. However I'm thrilled that someone is actually stupid enough to believe *I* 
am a hacker after all these years! :D (the guys that have admined my irc & web boxes over the 
years are still sobbing with hysterical laughter on this one!) 
 
All in all this entire article is a "Woe is me" attentionwhoring attempt that is full of lies & misleading 
material. The author of this drivel should be ashamed, never put up allegations like this without 
checking out all sides involved, or at least attempting to. #FAIL 
 
Brat! 
aka Kelly Hallissey 

 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Jun 3, 2012 at 9:27 AM 
Subject: Re: going up on gizmodo 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 
 

This is what I sent to the Gizmodo piece author ... 
 
 
 
 
Just read your piece on Jen Emick. I have a back channel text convo going with her - I'm a 
subject, I guess, I wrote the study based on HBGary email that led to the Congressional call for 
investigation. Using her deductive methods, I must have ordered the intrusion. I also talk with 
@Bitchiest aka Kelly Hallisey.  
 
I was so impressed with Jen's behavior that I felt the need to write. What I see, public and private, 
is a woman addicted to drama, a person who is a source of some information to me, but her value 
is that she is made aware of things that are happening, and she tweets about them. I don't trust 
her interpretations, because she takes whatever she sees, and makes it about her.  
 
 
I can't attest to this paste from Kelly, but she manages to be coherent (and funny), while neither 
of those apply to Jen, unless you're really into cringe humor. 
 
http://pastebin.com/CygHW1kz 
 
 
 
 
Dunno how you walk back something like that post, but it's getting panned all over the place ... 

mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jun 4, 2012 at 7:00 PM 
Subject: Kelly Hallisey/Jeannie McBride intro 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net>, jeanniemcbride@comcast.net 
 

 
Y'all get on the phone, I am sure you two will hit it off. I'm gonna go make popcorn and watch this 
most epic troll shaping up :-)  
 
 
 
 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Jun 6, 2012 at 8:21 AM 
Subject: FYI dispatched flying monkeys to deal with Jen's famewhoring 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
Did one myself, then asked the the flying monkeys descend and fling poo. Don't these people fact 
check? This is a famewhore press release ... 
 
 
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/technology/anonymous-defector-jennifer-emick-tells-of-daily-
threats-and-abuse-from-group-and-its-supporters/story-fn7bsi21-1226386051174  
 
 
 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Jun 6, 2012 at 10:48 AM 
Subject: Re: FYI dispatched flying monkeys to deal with Jen's famewhoring 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
So this is Gizmodo dude? If you want to stop her run this is the path.  
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doxing me as MA-SEN guy is gaining steam ... this is gonna be epic. 
 
 

On Wed, Jun 6, 2012 at 11:22 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
from sam biddle:  
 
You sure you don't want to talk this week? I'm happy to give you an equal platform to give your 
side of everything. I've got no agenda here.  
 
sam 
 
On Wed, Jun 6, 2012 at 8:21 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Did one myself, then asked the the flying monkeys descend and fling poo. Don't these people fact 
check? This is a famewhore press release ... 
 
 
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/technology/anonymous-defector-jennifer-emick-tells-of-daily-
threats-and-abuse-from-group-and-its-supporters/story-fn7bsi21-1226386051174  
 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
 
 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Jun 7, 2012 at 7:02 PM 
Subject: Who is this guy? 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 
 
 
 
 
James O'Keefe associate, appeared in a video in early April, he posed as AG Eric Holder and 
voted. There is a LOT of interest in who this fellow might be ... 
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--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
 

 
 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Jun 10, 2012 at 8:30 PM 
Subject: Torrent Jen's audio?? 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
I guess this is it ... 
 
 
http://www.jenniferemick.com/Jennifer_Emick_And_Co_Skype_Archive.torrent 
 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 

 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Jun 14, 2012 at 10:42 PM 
Subject: OMG emails from me leaking 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 
 
 
 
This is gonna get crazy really, really fast. 
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http://capitalistpreservation.blogspot.ro/2012/06/brett-kimberlin-associate-neal.html?spref=tw 
 
http://leestranahan.com/what-is-neal-rauhauser-up-to-part-1 
 
http://leestranahan.com/what-is-neal-rauhauser-up-to-pt-3-more-on-brett 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 

 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:41 PM 
Subject: Re: HEY 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

Head down, working on timeline for feds /w a couple of others. First draft today, its a pot of boiling 
spaghetti, won't final until Friday. 

How's your stalker? I have poked her lately. 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:35 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
You feelin alright? *hugs*  

 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:46 PM 
Subject: Re: HEY 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

Juvie nudes on ED? Ut oh. Whats zaiger say on this? 

Discovery? She actually sued you? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:43 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
my stalkers almost done but in discovery found out that shes not near as unstable as 
sanguinarious who IS the one that posted the juvie nudes on ED 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Head down, working on timeline for feds /w a couple of others. First draft today, its a pot of boiling 
spaghetti, won't final until Friday. 

How's your stalker? I have poked her lately. 
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On Jun 19, 2012 4:35 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
You feelin alright? *hugs*  
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:52 PM 
Subject: Re: HEY 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

Nah, garrett is less active, zaiger is there, meepsheep is quite active, too. 

These images get scrubbed yet? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:48 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
zaigers outta ED its now Garrett Moore & Meep something or another, the rest got booted, go 
look at Krashed's ED page, girl was <18 when those were taken, Sang posted em 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:46 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Juvie nudes on ED? Ut oh. Whats zaiger say on this? 

Discovery? She actually sued you? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:43 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
my stalkers almost done but in discovery found out that shes not near as unstable as 
sanguinarious who IS the one that posted the juvie nudes on ED 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Head down, working on timeline for feds /w a couple of others. First draft today, its a pot of boiling 
spaghetti, won't final until Friday. 

How's your stalker? I have poked her lately. 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:35 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
You feelin alright? *hugs*  
 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 4:09 PM 
Subject: Re: HEY 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

Well, zaiger or meep help with this? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:59 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
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No want him to fry for them 

On Jun 19, 2012 3:52 PM, "neal rauhauser" <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Nah, garrett is less active, zaiger is there, meepsheep is quite active, too. 

These images get scrubbed yet? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:48 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
zaigers outta ED its now Garrett Moore & Meep something or another, the rest got booted, go 
look at Krashed's ED page, girl was <18 when those were taken, Sang posted em 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:46 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Juvie nudes on ED? Ut oh. Whats zaiger say on this? 

Discovery? She actually sued you? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:43 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
my stalkers almost done but in discovery found out that shes not near as unstable as 
sanguinarious who IS the one that posted the juvie nudes on ED 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Head down, working on timeline for feds /w a couple of others. First draft today, its a pot of boiling 
spaghetti, won't final until Friday. 

How's your stalker? I have poked her lately. 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:35 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
You feelin alright? *hugs*  
 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: HEY 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

Hrm, wekk mebbe I come see you there later. Busy now, at an event 

On Jun 19, 2012 5:15 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
probably not as sang has done a lot of REALLY nasty shit to people online 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 4:09 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Well, zaiger or meep help with this? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:59 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
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No want him to fry for them 

On Jun 19, 2012 3:52 PM, "neal rauhauser" <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Nah, garrett is less active, zaiger is there, meepsheep is quite active, too. 

These images get scrubbed yet? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:48 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
zaigers outta ED its now Garrett Moore & Meep something or another, the rest got booted, go 
look at Krashed's ED page, girl was <18 when those were taken, Sang posted em 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:46 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Juvie nudes on ED? Ut oh. Whats zaiger say on this? 

Discovery? She actually sued you? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:43 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
my stalkers almost done but in discovery found out that shes not near as unstable as 
sanguinarious who IS the one that posted the juvie nudes on ED 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Head down, working on timeline for feds /w a couple of others. First draft today, its a pot of boiling 
spaghetti, won't final until Friday. 

How's your stalker? I have poked her lately. 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:35 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
You feelin alright? *hugs*  
 
 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 8:08 PM 
Subject: Re: HEY 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

She's berserk, as bad as that @not_me fellow, who's on some hyperbolic arch at the moment. 

On Jun 19, 2012 9:03 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i wonder how much of this harassment from Jen & co is cuz i refuse to out & out disown 
anonymous 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 4:49 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hrm, wekk mebbe I come see you there later. Busy now, at an event 
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On Jun 19, 2012 5:15 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
probably not as sang has done a lot of REALLY nasty shit to people online 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 4:09 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Well, zaiger or meep help with this? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:59 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 

No want him to fry for them 

On Jun 19, 2012 3:52 PM, "neal rauhauser" <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Nah, garrett is less active, zaiger is there, meepsheep is quite active, too. 

These images get scrubbed yet? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:48 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
zaigers outta ED its now Garrett Moore & Meep something or another, the rest got booted, go 
look at Krashed's ED page, girl was <18 when those were taken, Sang posted em 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:46 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Juvie nudes on ED? Ut oh. Whats zaiger say on this? 

Discovery? She actually sued you? 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:43 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
my stalkers almost done but in discovery found out that shes not near as unstable as 
sanguinarious who IS the one that posted the juvie nudes on ED 

On Tue, Jun 19, 2012 at 3:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Head down, working on timeline for feds /w a couple of others. First draft today, its a pot of boiling 
spaghetti, won't final until Friday. 

How's your stalker? I have poked her lately. 

On Jun 19, 2012 4:35 PM, "Kelly Hallissey" <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
You feelin alright? *hugs*  
 
 
 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 5:30 AM 
Subject: Talkoholic 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
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Why am I looking at this woman blathering on Twitter? She's in Israel, but is Sanginarious's 
net.squeeze?  
 
 
 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 

 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 9:31 AM 
Subject: Re: Talkoholic 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
e-dating? Meh, I am taking her off the list - constant chatter I ignored after the first day. She's a 
spacer between Jen's goofiness.  
 
I am doing quite good health wise, best I've felt since I got Lyme in 2007. 
 
 
The nuttiness is out of control online though - do some Google searches: 
 
 
"Mike Grimm" site:pastebin.com 
 
"Brandon Darby" site:pastebin.com 
 
"Lee Stranahan" site:pastebin.com 
 
 
Darby is the swatter, and they are all going stark raving mad with fear because no one believes 
their theories any more and the feds have been stimulated by that letter from 85 House offices. 
How fucking stupid do you have to be to pull something like that? 
 
 
 

On Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 9:28 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
shes a jew that marches with Hamas in Israel thats e-dating Sanguinarious lol  
 
*hugs* how ya feelin? My arm/shoulders killin me  
 

On Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 5:30 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Why am I looking at this woman blathering on Twitter? She's in Israel, but is Sanginarious's 
net.squeeze?  
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--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
 
 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 

 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 6:51 PM 
Subject: Momus1978 after my kids 
To: brat@observers.net 
 

Look at screedofmomus.info 

He got troll in 2010, something awful kids, blames me. Now my ex and kids are exposed. Scum of 
the earth. 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Jun 27, 2012 at 9:31 PM 
Subject: Re: Momus1978 after my kids 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
Different planets, honey. This was my life during Chanology.  
 
 
http://one-brave-kossack.dailykos.com/ 
 
 
I think Barrett has mentioned him a time or two - a chapter in his book? I only know what I read in 
the occasional article I see ... 
 
 

On Wed, Jun 27, 2012 at 9:03 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
tell me about Gregg Housh, he a friend or foe?  
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On Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 6:51 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 

Look at screedofmomus.info 

He got troll in 2010, something awful kids, blames me. Now my ex and kids are exposed. Scum of 
the earth. 

 
 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 

 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Jul 1, 2012 at 5:43 AM 
Subject: Render64 f2f 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
 
Is he in Virginia? I'd like a F2F before he goes - is he amenable?  
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 

 
 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sun, Jul 1, 2012 at 6:59 PM 
Subject: Re: Render64 f2f 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
Ah, ok. I thought you said it was this area. She dealing /w power outage? We're hearing a swath 
from Ohio to hear will have some people doing without through next Friday(!)  
 

On Sun, Jul 1, 2012 at 7:29 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
hes not in VA & his moms in bad shape atm so hes swamped with family drama  
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On Sun, Jul 1, 2012 at 5:43 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
 
Is he in Virginia? I'd like a F2F before he goes - is he amenable?  
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
 
 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 

 
 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:18 PM 
Subject: FYI Jen Emick is "Cream" for TheTrenches.us 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
 
Jen seems to be the new secret source for @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us - I spoke of 
seeing things the average bear does not due to being backup editor for natsec on PCN, she 
totally took the bait. This is now TREASON, this business of reading obscure news and sending 
the good bits to Congressional staffers :-)  
 
This needs triple checking obviously, as she could have just passed the text to someone else 
who is the super duper secret source, but I think not - she and "Michelle Lessick" are two peas in 
a pod, we thought we'd have to push them together, but I think they've found each other already 
and they're now a self-referencing vortex of stupid. 
 
 
There are a lot of other things in motion here due to Brandon Darby being the swatter, and a 
major blowup between the Breitbots (@Patterico, @Liberty_Chick, @stranahan, @brandondarby) 
and @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us is under way. We also found that Ali Akbar @Ali is 
@KarlRove's boy toy - it's really nasty business and starting to pick up steam :-) 
 
 
So, how do we best humiliate her? 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:51 PM 
Subject: Re: FYI Jen Emick is "Cream" for TheTrenches.us 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
What??? 
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 5:43 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
get the email of her order for a pussy tightener and make it public :D  
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:18 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
 
Jen seems to be the new secret source for @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us - I spoke of 
seeing things the average bear does not due to being backup editor for natsec on PCN, she 
totally took the bait. This is now TREASON, this business of reading obscure news and sending 
the good bits to Congressional staffers :-)  
 
This needs triple checking obviously, as she could have just passed the text to someone else 
who is the super duper secret source, but I think not - she and "Michelle Lessick" are two peas in 
a pod, we thought we'd have to push them together, but I think they've found each other already 
and they're now a self-referencing vortex of stupid. 
 
 
There are a lot of other things in motion here due to Brandon Darby being the swatter, and a 
major blowup between the Breitbots (@Patterico, @Liberty_Chick, @stranahan, @brandondarby) 
and @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us is under way. We also found that Ali Akbar @Ali is 
@KarlRove's boy toy - it's really nasty business and starting to pick up steam :-) 
 
 
So, how do we best humiliate her? 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
 
 
 

 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:56 PM 
Subject: Re: FYI Jen Emick is "Cream" for TheTrenches.us 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
No way! That sounds like a gag to me - inserted after the fact.  
 
She is horsing around with that kid? For real? 
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 5:54 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
when her email was hacked there was supposedly one email for her buying a pussy tightener 
after seeing welnas 3 inch penis I can see why he needs it :D  
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:51 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
What??? 
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 5:43 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
get the email of her order for a pussy tightener and make it public :D  
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:18 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
 
Jen seems to be the new secret source for @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us - I spoke of 
seeing things the average bear does not due to being backup editor for natsec on PCN, she 
totally took the bait. This is now TREASON, this business of reading obscure news and sending 
the good bits to Congressional staffers :-)  
 
This needs triple checking obviously, as she could have just passed the text to someone else 
who is the super duper secret source, but I think not - she and "Michelle Lessick" are two peas in 
a pod, we thought we'd have to push them together, but I think they've found each other already 
and they're now a self-referencing vortex of stupid. 
 
 
There are a lot of other things in motion here due to Brandon Darby being the swatter, and a 
major blowup between the Breitbots (@Patterico, @Liberty_Chick, @stranahan, @brandondarby) 
and @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us is under way. We also found that Ali Akbar @Ali is 
@KarlRove's boy toy - it's really nasty business and starting to pick up steam :-) 
 
 
So, how do we best humiliate her? 
 
 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 6:24 PM 
Subject: Re: FYI Jen Emick is "Cream" for TheTrenches.us 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
CPS ... because of hoo hoo tightening cream? Or something else? 
 
@BrooksBayne and @Patterico really going at it - they're gonna overheat or something.  
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 7:21 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
there was a cps investigation initiated by the school in cali against her  
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:56 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
No way! That sounds like a gag to me - inserted after the fact.  
 
She is horsing around with that kid? For real? 
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 5:54 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
when her email was hacked there was supposedly one email for her buying a pussy tightener 
after seeing welnas 3 inch penis I can see why he needs it :D  
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:51 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
What??? 
 

On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 5:43 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
get the email of her order for a pussy tightener and make it public :D  
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On Sat, Jul 7, 2012 at 4:18 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
 
Jen seems to be the new secret source for @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us - I spoke of 
seeing things the average bear does not due to being backup editor for natsec on PCN, she 
totally took the bait. This is now TREASON, this business of reading obscure news and sending 
the good bits to Congressional staffers :-)  
 
This needs triple checking obviously, as she could have just passed the text to someone else 
who is the super duper secret source, but I think not - she and "Michelle Lessick" are two peas in 
a pod, we thought we'd have to push them together, but I think they've found each other already 
and they're now a self-referencing vortex of stupid. 
 
 
There are a lot of other things in motion here due to Brandon Darby being the swatter, and a 
major blowup between the Breitbots (@Patterico, @Liberty_Chick, @stranahan, @brandondarby) 
and @BrooksBayne & http://thetrenches.us is under way. We also found that Ali Akbar @Ali is 
@KarlRove's boy toy - it's really nasty business and starting to pick up steam :-) 
 
 
So, how do we best humiliate her? 
 
 
 
--  
mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com// 
GV: 202-642-1717 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
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Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM 
Subject: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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http://pastebin.com/fKEqJTup 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
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i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
You think Sanguinarious is behind Voxanon? I don't believe that is the case ... I know who got 
that thing moving and I know why - not consistent.  
 
noxanon I've never heard of ... 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
voxanon is sang, noxanon is a friend of his. This is for certain.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
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On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:36 PM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
So it was all a game, luring people into Looking Glass?  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:35 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
its iN the log from last nite, and hes a global op on that ircd.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think Sanguinarious is behind Voxanon? I don't believe that is the case ... I know who got 
that thing moving and I know why - not consistent.  
 
noxanon I've never heard of ... 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
voxanon is sang, noxanon is a friend of his. This is for certain.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
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most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:41 PM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 
 
yeiz, one moment please.  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:38 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
Huh? Can you talk on the phone?  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:36 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
So it was all a game, luring people into Looking Glass?  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:35 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
its iN the log from last nite, and hes a global op on that ircd.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think Sanguinarious is behind Voxanon? I don't believe that is the case ... I know who got 
that thing moving and I know why - not consistent.  
 
noxanon I've never heard of ... 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
voxanon is sang, noxanon is a friend of his. This is for certain.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
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I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:45 PM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 
 
202-642-1717  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:44 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
tell me when & which # k? Am on the phone but will dump the call & call you as soon as you say 
go.  
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On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
yeiz, one moment please.  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:38 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
Huh? Can you talk on the phone?  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:36 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
So it was all a game, luring people into Looking Glass?  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:35 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
its iN the log from last nite, and hes a global op on that ircd.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think Sanguinarious is behind Voxanon? I don't believe that is the case ... I know who got 
that thing moving and I know why - not consistent.  
 
noxanon I've never heard of ... 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
voxanon is sang, noxanon is a friend of his. This is for certain.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 
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On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:49 PM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
Like he couldn't just sit quietly and listen :-) 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:48 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
okay if Renders on the line too?  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:45 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
202-642-1717  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:44 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
tell me when & which # k? Am on the phone but will dump the call & call you as soon as you say 
go.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
yeiz, one moment please.  
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On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:38 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
Huh? Can you talk on the phone?  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:36 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
So it was all a game, luring people into Looking Glass?  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:35 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
its iN the log from last nite, and hes a global op on that ircd.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think Sanguinarious is behind Voxanon? I don't believe that is the case ... I know who got 
that thing moving and I know why - not consistent.  
 
noxanon I've never heard of ... 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
voxanon is sang, noxanon is a friend of his. This is for certain.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
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most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:53 PM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
hahaha whatever, I'm hanging out waiting for the call.  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:53 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I wouldn't do that to you.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:49 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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Like he couldn't just sit quietly and listen :-) 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:48 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
okay if Renders on the line too?  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:45 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
202-642-1717  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:44 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
tell me when & which # k? Am on the phone but will dump the call & call you as soon as you say 
go.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
yeiz, one moment please.  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:38 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
Huh? Can you talk on the phone?  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:36 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
So it was all a game, luring people into Looking Glass?  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:35 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
its iN the log from last nite, and hes a global op on that ircd.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think Sanguinarious is behind Voxanon? I don't believe that is the case ... I know who got 
that thing moving and I know why - not consistent.  
 
noxanon I've never heard of ... 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
voxanon is sang, noxanon is a friend of his. This is for certain.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
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On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:45 AM 
Subject: Re: th3j35t3r may be had 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
Now @6 & @BrooksBayne talking. Dizzying complexity ...  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 1:44 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
lost you gotta crash talk day after tomorrow  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:53 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
hahaha whatever, I'm hanging out waiting for the call.  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:53 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I wouldn't do that to you.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:49 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
Like he couldn't just sit quietly and listen :-) 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:48 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
okay if Renders on the line too?  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:45 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
202-642-1717  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:44 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
tell me when & which # k? Am on the phone but will dump the call & call you as soon as you say 
go.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:41 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
yeiz, one moment please.  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:38 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
Huh? Can you talk on the phone?  
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On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:36 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
So it was all a game, luring people into Looking Glass?  
 

On Tue, Jul 10, 2012 at 12:35 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
its iN the log from last nite, and hes a global op on that ircd.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think Sanguinarious is behind Voxanon? I don't believe that is the case ... I know who got 
that thing moving and I know why - not consistent.  
 
noxanon I've never heard of ... 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:49 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
voxanon is sang, noxanon is a friend of his. This is for certain.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:29 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
I don't watch Sang that close - he got someone with open tabs & real name?  
 
So this was a setup to lure anons into the Looking Glass stuff? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:26 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
I'll bet you anything. Ive got render going thru it line by line, notice one of the ss's has russian 
links on the tabs. do u remember who sang pwned that left tabs open with their real name on it? 
:D ya clever set up but it IS a set up. the log reads staged, #graveyard was silent until then but 
the interesting thing is wise claimed youranonnews was IN graveyard.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:15 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's Emick & Welna?  
 
So they got an old email and spent a week spoofing this? 
 
On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 12:09 PM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
i think jen & sang have had that email account for over a week and got alla those emails about 
facebook & shit done so it would look legit.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:02 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
You think it's fake? 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 11:50 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
most of that looks old but i read the log last nite as this was happening, that log of #graveyard 
screams done for the public consumption.  
 

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 10:08 AM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 16, 2012 at 10:51 PM 
Subject: Re: Got a source of swattings from Anonymous 
To: "Borsuk, Daniel G." <Daniel.Borsuk@ic.fbi.gov>, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
OK, here you go ...  
  Borsuk, Daniel G. <Daniel.Borsuk@ic.fbi.gov> wrote: 
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You can provide my email. I think she may already know who I am. Please ask her to email what 
she can and I will follow up tomorrow night with a phone call.  
 
Thx  
Dan  
Special Agent Daniel G. Borsuk  
Federal Bureau of Investigation  
Washington Field Office/NVRA  
Squad CY-4  
202-345-9771. Cell  
703-686-6457. Work  
202-278-2000. Main 
 

 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com>  
To: Borsuk, Daniel G.  

Sent: Mon Jul 16 23:41:47 2012 
Subject: Got a source of swattings from Anonymous  

 
 
I have someone who is familiar with UGnazi who says they have information on one of the group 
that's been doing swatting. This is Kelly Hallisey - she wants to talk to you, and I think this is good 
- she's mid 40s, long time IRC operator, she's got logs for days, she knows everyone ...  
 
Do I just email both of you by way of introduction? 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 17, 2012 at 8:30 AM 
Subject: Re: Got a source of swattings from Anonymous 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
Cc: "Borsuk, Daniel G." <Daniel.Borsuk@ic.fbi.gov> 
 

 
For Daniel's sake:  
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Mike Stack, John Patrick Frey, Erick Erickson - the voice on these false report calls is definitely 
Brandon Darby, and this makes sense not only for voice match, but for associates, motivations, 
etc, etc. This is the one I am focused on and it goes deep into the 2012 election. I'm not sensing 
a lot of interest from the bureau if the source of this stuff isn't "potentially violent anarchists", and 
it's a strategic move from the fringe right, so we've been feeding what is found to some 
journalists. 
 
 
Jen has information on some people in that nest of snakes in IRC that is separate from what I 
have on Darby. Not sure what's going on with this one, that's her observations. 
 
 
I didn't get swatted in 2010 because I conceal my address, but I did get a rash of threat calls 
made into the Springfield, Illinois area using a phone number from my business cell account, and 
I believe this was a consolation prize in lieu of a police visit. I have a persona I like for this, a 
"beandog" - a young man with connections to members of SomethingAwful.com and/or 
808chan.org. I have some information on where this person and the rest of his crew hang out on 
the EFnet IRC network, but I never nailed it down. Kelly would be an excellent resource on this, 
but I've sat on the info I have so the trail didn't get muddied by Brandon Darby and associated 
smear artists. 
 
 
 
Neal 
 
 
 
 

On Tue, Jul 17, 2012 at 2:46 AM, Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> wrote: 
hiyas 
 
I'll be available via phone after 4pm cst @ 254-534-0229. I tried reaching you over the weekend 
regarding 2 others who have been reporting you that are actually involved in doing some of the 
swattings. 
 
Kelly 
 

On Mon, Jul 16, 2012 at 10:51 PM, neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> wrote: 
 
OK, here you go ...  
 

On Mon, Jul 16, 2012 at 11:51 PM, Borsuk, Daniel G. <Daniel.Borsuk@ic.fbi.gov> wrote: 
You can provide my email. I think she may already know who I am. Please ask her to email what 
she can and I will follow up tomorrow night with a phone call.  
 
Thx  
Dan  
Special Agent Daniel G. Borsuk  
Federal Bureau of Investigation  
Washington Field Office/NVRA  
Squad CY-4  
202-345-9771. Cell  
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703-686-6457. Work  
202-278-2000. Main 
 

 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com>  

To: Borsuk, Daniel G.  
Sent: Mon Jul 16 23:41:47 2012 

Subject: Got a source of swattings from Anonymous  

 
 
I have someone who is familiar with UGnazi who says they have information on one of the group 
that's been doing swatting. This is Kelly Hallisey - she wants to talk to you, and I think this is good 
- she's mid 40s, long time IRC operator, she's got logs for days, she knows everyone ...  
 
Do I just email both of you by way of introduction? 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 17, 2012 at 1:26 PM 
Subject: FYI my report to FBI on swattings 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 
 
 
 
 
Dude keeps asking if I have logs. He's gonna be so sad, only IRC log on my machine is 
something from #graveyard someone sent me - Tom Ryan going on about being afraid because I 
was investigating him. 
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---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: neal rauhauser <nrauhauser@gmail.com> 

mailto:nrauhauser@gmail.com


Date: Wed, Jul 25, 2012 at 8:27 AM 
Subject: Jester collation from Neal 
To: Kelly Hallissey <brat@observers.net> 
 

 
Nothing new here in terms of facts, but there are some screen shots of WBC stuff from last year, 
all of 'wise', and I got Radian6 output of his stream right before clean up, as well as mentions. 
This is suitable for posting to pastebin -it's all CSV, just gotta whack the descriptive first few lines 
in order to import. Have fun ...  
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